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In 2018, Data-driven organization are 
outperforming their peers with 7 out 
of 10 most valuable companies are 
relying on data-driven business 

models

Data Science and Artificial Intelligence 
are now consider as one of the most 

strategic function within the 
organization

With 90% of the world data created 
over the last 2 years. The exponential 
growth of data is powering more and 
more efficient AI Products enabling a 

higher profitability for companies. 

According to McKinsey 
"35% of Amazon tota l 
revenue comes from their 
recommendation system ».

According to CBInsight 
« Netflix predictive customer 
retention customer saved 
the company 1 b i l l i on 
dollars ». 

According to TechCrunch «  
Alexa will reach 19B$  revenue 
by 2021, accounting for 5% 
Amazon total revenue »

direct and concrete revenue growth.

Companies are massively relying on 
Data Science and AI to drive better 

decision. They are moving toward an 
« AI First Strategy »

70% of the Top 10 richest companies in the world are data driven, leveraging billion of dollars through AI 
products driving toward an AI First Strategy.

«  If properly deployed in the 
next five to seven years, we 
est imate that AI could 
increase banks’ revenues by 
a s m u c h a s 3 0 % a n d 
potentially reduce their costs 
by 25% or more. »

Sundar Pichai - CEO  : We 
are moving from a mobile 
first to an AI Strategy »

Satya Nadella - CEO: “for 
us to be able to turn every 
industry into an AI-first 
industry”

Data Science and Artificial Intelligence 
are leading CEO’s agenda to enable 

company future proof.



Narrow Artificial Intelligence leveraging Supervised Learning.

Strong AI Weak AI

Artificial General Intelligence Narrow Artificial Intelligence

Almost 0 advance but 
people keep talking about 

it…

Trillion dollars industry with 
exponential growth



AI-ML-DL: They are all related



Machine Learning it’s just part of it: You need to build the Ecosystem



Typical AI Stack



Landing.ai AI Entreprise Transformational Playbook

Execute pilot projects to gain momentum

Build an in-house AI team

Provide broad AI training

Develop an AI strategy

Develop internal and external communications



Select your PoC’s leveraging Design, Lean and Agile

Building an AI Product means also creating cross-functional teams, human centered 
principals but also lean start-up and Agile Engineering.



Chatbot Canvas

Solution 
Provider

Implementation 
Provider

Value 
Proposition

Business 
Process

Conversation 
Flow Chart

Architecture 
Design

Saas

Paas

Iaas


Open Source

Breakdown the use case 
into manageable pieces 
and build the different 

scenarios

Design Conversation 
Flow that enable the 
shortest and easiest 
customer satisfaction

Financial Analytics

AI/Data Pure Player

Big IT Consulting


Management Consulting

Freelance

Chatbot Design Sprint

Use Case Definition

Map all the data flow 
to their system and 
design a detailed 

architecture.

Use Case: Team: Iteration N

1 2 4

6 8 9
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Model 
Development

Accuracy

Interpretability

Compliance

Fine tuning
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Features 
Definition
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Define what will 
be the different 

function and 
features of your 

bots.

Environment 
and Tools 

Cloud Approval

Bot selection

5



Execute pilot projects to gain momentum: The important thing is to get the flywheel spinning so that your 
AI team can gain momentum

Suggested characteristics for the first few AI projects:


• It should ideally be possible for a new or external AI team (which may not have deep domain knowledge 
about your business) to partner with your internal teams (which have deep domain knowledge) and build 
AI solutions that start showing traction within 6-12 months 

• The project should be technically feasible. Too many companies are still starting projects that are impossible 
using today’s AI technology; having trusted AI engineers do due diligence on a project before kickoff will 
increase your conviction in its feasibility. 


• Have a clearly defined and measurable objective that creates business value.



Success Metrics

Technical Readiness

Customer Journey

Functional Readiness
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Technical Project 
Management

Discover

Attract

Engage
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Metrics 

Executive 
Sponsor  

Product

Process

People
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Project 
Management
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How does the Product 
contribute to the 
company targets

Is the company tech stack 
ready for the development 

of the Product
Is the company ready to 
enablement the Product

How does the Product 
match the company user 

centric priorities 



Build an in house AI team: 

Outsource	for	the	Short	Term	and	Build	for	the	long	term	(Keep	projects	within	the	company	as	a	compe99ve	advantage)	

It	is	important	to	have	buy-in	from	the	C-suite	to	build	this	internal	team.	During	the	rise	of	the	internet,	hiring	a	CIO	was	a	
turning	point	for	many	companies	to	have	a	cohesive	strategy	for	using	the	internet.	In	contrast,	the	companies	that	ran	
many	independent	experiments—ranging	from	digital	marke9ng	to	data	science	experiments	to	new	website	launches—failed	
to	leverage	internet	capabili9es	if	these	small	pilot	projects	did	not	manage	to	scale	to	transform	the	rest	of	the	company.	

Ini9ate	the	forma9on	of	a	centralized	AI	team	that	can	help	the	whole	company.	This	AI	team	could	sit	under	the	CTO,	CIO,	
or	CDO	(Chief	Data	Officer	or	Chief	Digital	Officer)	func9on	if	they	have	the	right	skillset.	It	could	also	be	led	by	a	dedicated	
CAIO	(Chief	AI	Officer).		

The	key	responsibili9es	of	the	AI	unit	are:	
• Build	up	an	AI	capability	to	support	the	whole	company.		
• Execute	an	ini9al	sequence	of	cross-func9onal	projects	to	support	different	divisions/business	units	with	AI	projects.	

APer	comple9ng	the	ini9al	projects,	set	up	repeated	processes	to	con9nuously	deliver	a	sequence	of	valuable	AI	
projects.		

• Develop	consistent	standards	for	recrui9ng	and	reten9on.		
• Develop	company-wide	plaQorms	that	are	useful	to	mul9ple	divisions/business	units	and	are	unlikely	to	be	developed	by	

an	individual	division.	For	example,	consider	working	with	the	CTO/CIO/CDO	to	develop	unified	data	warehousing	
standards.		

Many	companies	are	organized	with	mul9ple	business	units	repor9ng	to	the	CEO.	With	a	new	AI	unit,	you’ll	be	able	to	matrix	
in	AI	talent	to	the	different	divisions	to	drive	cross-func9onal	projects.	



Landing.ai AI Entreprise Transformational Playbook

Build several difficult AI assets that are broadly aligned with a 
coherent strategy

Leverage AI to create an advantage specific to your industry 
sector

Design strategies aligned with the “Virtuous circle of AI” 
 positive-feedback loop

Create network effect and platform advantages

Difficult for a competitor to replicate 
all of these assets simultaneously

Don’t be generic leverage your 
domain expertise.

Strategic Data Acquisition, Unified 
Data Layer, Data Value

Winner takes all



Human Centered Artificial Intelligence 

Design Thinking

Value Proposition  
Canvas

Lean Start-up

DataOps and  
Agile Engineering 

UX/UI for  
Data Product

We customized Uber Machine Learning Life Cycle adding Human Centered Principals, Lean Start-ups 
methodologies and DataOps  



Human Centered Machine Learning from Google AI

1. Don’t expect Machine learning to figure out what problems 
to solve


2. Ask yourself if ML will address the problem in a unique way

3. Fake it with personal examples and wizards

4. Weigh the costs of false positives and false negatives

5. Plan for co-learning and adaptation

6. Teach your algorithm using the right labels

7. Extend your UX family, ML is a creative process




1. Don’t expect ML to figure out what problems to solve: 
70% of the new products do not match their customer needs

« if you aren’t aligned with a human need, you’re just going to build a very 
powerful system to address a very small — or perhaps nonexistent — problem »



2. Ask yourself if ML dress the problem in a unique way

Here are three example exercises we have teams walk through and answer about the use cases they 
are trying to address with ML:
1. Describe the way a theoretical human “expert” might perform the task today.
2. If your human expert were to perform this task, how would you respond to them so they improved for 

the next time? Do this for all four phases of the confusion matrix.
3. If a human were to perform this task, what assumptions would the user want them to make?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Confusion_matrix


3. Test no yet-built ML Product: Fake it with Personal Examples and Wizard

Wizard of Oz studies interacting with an “intelligent” 
system. These interactions are essential to guiding the 
design because when participants can earnestly engage 
with what they perceive to be an AI, they will naturally 
tend to form a mental model of the system and adjust 
their behavior according to those models. Observing 
their adaptations and second-order interactions with the 
system are hugely valuable to informing its design.

2

Personal Information: Because you can’t ignore the 
Data Protection Policy you need to start collecting data 
from user that allow you to use it for training your Model.
Start with you own data, colleagues, friends, etc

1
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Define Problem Statement

Think about problems / Group similar 
challenge and Vote for the most valuable

2

Ideation 
for 

problem 
statement

Collaborative 
Thinking: Vote 

for the best 
problem

Think Big - Act Small

Define how the ideal solution may look like/ 
Map the journey from problem to solution with challenges 

a: … 
b: … 
c: … 
d: … 
e: … 
f: … 
y: … 
Z: …

3 4

Set 
ambition 

Goal

Define  
Milestones

Be the Best  
X in Y time… x v z x v z x v
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Collaborative 
Thinking:  

Vote for the  
most critical 

Milestone

a: … A 
b: … A 
c: … A 
d: … B 
e: … B 
f: … C 
y: … C 
Z: … C

A:2 
B:4 
C:1

a: … A 
b: … A 
c: … A 
d: … B 
e: … B 
f: … C 
y: … C 
Z: … C

A:2 
B:4 
C:1

Design Sprint for AI Product
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Breakdown the milestone in 
different aspect  

Data, process, stakeholder, 
people, etc

problem 
statement 
Analysis

a: … 
b: … 
c: … 
d: … 
e: … 
f: … 
y: … 
Z: …
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List and 
Group the  

most 
appealing 

HMW

a: … A 
b: … A 
c: … A 
d: … B 
e: … B 
f: … C 
y: … C 
Z: … C

Find Solutions

Use the How Might We to 
foster your critical thinking
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Score you 
HMW based 

on their 
feasibility and 

impact

Score the 
Solutions

Put your HMW post it on the 
Matrix and select the best 

one 

Impact

Feasibility 

B

C
A
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Describe  
Your Solution

Breakdown the HMW in 
different aspect  

Data, process, stakeholder, 
people, etc

Solution 
statement 
Analysis

a: … 
b: … 
c: … 
d: … 
e: … 
f: … 
y: … 
Z: …
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Identify Data 
Sources

Think about all the data you 
might need to solve this 

challenge

Identify 
and Map 

Data 
Sources 

a: … 
b: … 
c: … 
d: … 
e: … 
f: … 
y: … 
Z: …

Describe  
the problem

Design Sprint for AI Product



Customer 
Interaction

/data 

Data 
Growth

Marketing 
Maturity

Market 
Creation

Customer Validation through A/B 
Testing and Behavior Analytics

Evangelize Discover Attract Acquire Develop Expand

Reach Act Convert Engage

Data Driven Customer Discovery to 
build personas information

Platform 
Development

Ad Targeting

Ad 
Personalization

Clustering & 
Segmentation

Personae Behavior 
Analytics 

Social Media 
Analytics

Predictive 
Conversion Rate

Net Promoter Score

Predict LTV

Predictive Churn 
Analytics
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What we are trying to solve (SMART): 
Specific:  

Measurable:


Background and Context: 
What is the current situation?

What happened so far?

Why should we address this problem now?

Stakeholder: 
Who are the decision makers?

Who needs to be involved?

What is success: 
What does a good solution will look like?

What are we trying the deliver?

Potential challenges: 
What are the potential issues or problems that we can   and plan to mitigate?

Where will we find the information and help: 
Where does expertise and knowledge, exist (internal or external), work that has already been done, internal expert who we should draw, published reports and papers.

Action-Oriented:  
Relevant:

Timebond:

Problem Statement Validation



Face to Face Training  On-line Training Community Event

We are happy to help you get into data science and AI by sharing and advising content and organizing 
hand-on presentation



Data Product

Requirement workflow

Prioritization

Metrics

Model Selection

Data Readiness

Stakeholder Map

Human Capabilities

Software readiness

Infrastructure Readiness

Project Plan

Define success

Fine tuning

Data Preparation

Product Owner

Build a team

Analytics and AI Layer

Datalake and Cloud 

Agile Scrum

Test driven use case

Model Interpretability

Automation

Time approval for project

Roles and tasks definition

Training and best practices

Resource allocation

1 2 3



Market 
Creation

Customer Validation through A/B 
Testing and Behavior Analytics

Data Driven User Journey 

Evangelize Discover Attract Acquire Develop Expand

Reach Act Convert Engage

Data Driven Customer Discovery to 
achieve Value Proposition canvas 

Platform 
Development

1 Smart content 
curation

Programmatic 
media bidding 

AI generated 
content

Voice 
search
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Propensity 
Modeling

Ad 
Targeting

Predictive 
Analytics

Lead scoring

Dynamic 
pricing

Re-
targeting

Personalization

Chatbot

Predictive 
Customer service

Marketing 
automation
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1-1 dynamic 

content 
email
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Time

Repeat 
customer

Demand generation 
and purchase intent

segmentation 
and targeting

Indecisive 
customer

Loyal 
Customer

AI/ML
Propensity 

model


